• Atmel:
  > Select microcontrollers (from RAM and uCs)
  > Under “Products” select type of uC desired
• Microchip
  > https://www.microchip.com/selection-tools
    – How to use MAPS (Microchip Advanced Parametric Search)
    – Development Tool Selector
      • http://www.microchip.com/wwwproducts/DevTool/
    – Microchip Advanced Parts Selector (MAPS)
      • http://www.microchip.com/maps/main.aspx
      • Note that since Microchip now owns Atmel, the above search will show BOTH Atmel and Microchip parts

• TI
  > General parametric search
    – http://www.ti.com/tihome/docs/paramsearches.tsp
  > Microcontrollers (MCUs)